
TRAVEL   
 

 
  

The Barn at Botley Hill is situated close to Warlingham and Oxted on the 
B269/Limpsfield Road at the top of Titsey Hill in Surrey.  
 
ADDRESS   
The Barn at Botley Hill,   
Limpsfield Road,   
Titsey Hill,   
Surrey,   
CR6 9QH  
  
Please note that the Post Code is not unique to the venue and may take you to 
another property if used on SatNav. If possible, search “The Barn at Botley Hill” or 
“Botley Hill Farmhouse” on Google Maps/ Apple Maps/ Waze etc.  
 
If you are using the post code it may direct you to The Ridge, a nearby road.  
 
If you are coming up Titsey Hill from Limpsfield, go over the mini roundabout and do 
not take the left to the Ridge. Continue up the hill, The Barn at Botley Hill is the next 
turning on the left and signposted from the road.  
 
If you are coming up from Chalkpit Lane and along The Ridge continue to the end of 
the road and turn left onto Limpsfield Road/B269. The Barn at Botley Hill is the next 
turning on the left and signposted from the road. 
 
If you are coming from Warlingham, continue along Limpsfield Road/B269 until you 
see The Barn at Botley Hill sign posted on the right.  
 
 
You can use these sat nav co-ordinates to find the wedding barn: 51.281916, -
0.001370 



 
BY RAIL 
 
The nearest National Rail stations to The Barn at Botley Hill are Woldingham and 
Oxted. From there you can get a taxi for the short ride up Titsey Hill.   
 
From Oxted station trains run to London Bridge, Victoria & East Grinstead regularly.  
 
https://www.thetrainline.com/ 
  
BY TAXI  
 
Below is local taxi information. We recommend guests book taxis in advance for the 
end of the evening.  
 
Station Cars 0208 660 6000  
Station Cars Oxted 01883 77 600033  
Oxted Taxis 01883 338027  
Biggin Hill Airport Cars 01959540550  
Westerham Cars 01959562091 

Crawford Cabs 07716354956 - Pre- bookings only  

    
Please note UBER is not reliable in the area. 
 
BY CAR  
 
The Barn at Botley Hill is less than 15 minutes from the M25. 
There is ample parking onsite. Cars can be left overnight at the owner’s risk and cars 
must be collected by 10.30am the next morning.  
Please note that the carpark is locked overnight and won’t be accessible until 
7.30am  
Please see above notes regarding Sat Nav instructions.  


